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Mileage-based user fees (MBUF) charge motorists based on miles driven and are seen as a possible alternative to the fuel tax
system, which taxes motorists based on the amount of fuel they purchase. As cars become more fuel efficient and electric
vehicles become more prevalent, the need for a new transportation funding approach is growing. Though neutral about whether
MBUF presents the ultimate solution, the Eastern Transportation Coalition is committed to real-world research about how MBUF
would work in a region with high volumes of cross-state travel, toll facilities, and truck movement. Our demonstration pilots,
surveys, and analyses have led us to six key findings about MBUF.
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Though people value transportation, they don’t realize there’s a funding problem. Drivers place a high value
on good roads and are generally satisfied with their transportation system. However, many don’t know how roads
are funded or that governments face deteriorating infrastructure and declining transportation revenue.
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Change is hard. A change to any new system may be challenging at first while drivers, DMVs, and DOTs adjust.
With MBUF, drivers become more aware of the fees they pay. This contrasts with the current model, in which the
fuel tax is rolled into the price customers pay at the pump. To accommodate drivers as customers, DMVs and DOTs
will need to establish robust customer service centers and fund collection mechanisms.
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People have privacy concerns about MBUF—until they experience it firsthand. For some, mileage
reporting technology triggers concerns about data security and privacy. However, our research has shown
that after people test drive MBUF technology, their concerns about security and privacy drop significantly.
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Rural drivers may fare better in an MBUF system than they do now. In a fuel tax model, rural
drivers often pay more because they tend to have less fuel efficient vehicles. Multiple studies have
shown that under a revenue neutral MBUF system, drivers in most rural areas would pay less than
they do currently.
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Trucks cannot simply be treated as big cars in an MBUF system. Trucking companies are
important users and funders of the transportation system. Compared to cars, trucks are more
heavily regulated, drive more miles per vehicle, and vary widely in size and purpose. Any future
funding approach should account for the unique characteristics of the trucking industry.
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Pay for what you use resonates, but it’s complicated. In general, people like a “pay for what you use” model,
but they have misperceptions about MBUF’s fairness to electric vehicle owners and its ability to assess miles
driven from out-of-state drivers.

We need to change the way we pay for transportation.
Our work has shown that a “user pays” approach
is feasible, but the public needs to be convinced
a problem exists.

KEY

CONSIDERATIONS FOR
MBUF IMPLEMENTATION

Since 2017, the Coalition has conducted passenger vehicle pilots, statewide surveys, and
household analyses in several Eastern U.S. states. This is what we have learned about
MBUF implementation.

https://tetcoalitionmbuf.org/

Identify and address knowledge gaps.
The public doesn’t see that there is an urgent transportation problem to solve.
For example, 70% of New Jersey residents think transportation funding is
increasing or staying the same, even though it’s declining. A similar
percentage—73%—is unfamiliar with the concept of a mileage-based user fee.

Address privacy concerns through experience.
In Delaware and Pennsylvania, the percentage of pilot participants who listed
privacy as a high concern dropped from 49% to 20% after experiencing MBUF
technology. And about 80% of participants chose a mileage reporting option with
GPS, indicating an openness to location-based technology.

Conducted/Conducting
MBUF Pilots through
The Eastern Transportation
Coalition

Consider out-of-state mileage.

MBUF Studies through
The Eastern Transportation
Coalition
Legislation for Voluntary
MBUF Program

Coordination between states is a necessity under MBUF. During recent
passenger vehicle pilots in Delaware, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, and New
Jersey, between 9% and 22% of total miles were driven out of state.

Remember that residents love their state–and their roads.
It may be challenging to convince residents that roads have a funding problem when their
perceptions of roads are generally good. In North Carolina, 96% of residents think their state is a
good or excellent place to live and 71% think highways are well maintained.

Use pilots to determine guidance for rate-setting policies.
Use pilots to test rate-setting approaches and assess how the results would affect transportation funding and
costs for administration and compliance. For example, our 2019 passenger vehicle pilot incorporated
anticipated costs associated with administration and compliance, and our motor carrier pilots have shown that
using the same rate for cars and trucks doesn’t work.

Harness the power of technology.
Existing technology can handle multiple MBUF rates as well as information from multiple states, and reporting can
be quick, easy, and painless. In our 2019 passenger pilot, 85% of participants said their MBUF device was easy to
use and many found the device provided useful information about vehicle health, driver scoring, and trip logs.

Our findings are based on real-world experiments and research.
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